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In 2017, the men and women of the Gastonia Police Department continued their
mission of community-based and Intelligence-Led Policing. The work of our officers is
evident in the numbers, with decreases in both property (-.84%) and violent crime
(-5.9%). While we acknowledge the positive strides we have made, we realize our work
is never done.
The Gastonia Police Department is a professional and progressive department and it is
my primary objective to have an organization whose skills and abilities are second to
none. Our team works hard to maintain a high level of excellence, which is exhibited
by our national recognition and accreditation through the Commission on Accreditation
for Law Enforcement Agencies (CALEA). I am pleased to announce that the department
achieved its first CALEA Re-Accreditation, during 2017.
Reducing crime and improving the quality of life for our citizens are two of our highest
operational priorities. We understand that building, cultivating, and maintaining the
community’s trust and developing community partnerships are the key elements in our
crime reduction efforts. Officers strive daily to take a proactive approach to community
policing and respond quickly to emergency situations, affording exceptional police
services to our citizens. We are committed to working closely with our residents in a
cooperative and collaborative way through geographic policing, supporting neighborhood and business crime watch initiatives, the Citizens Police Academy, and a variety of
comprehensive programs designed to enhance the quality of life in the City of Gastonia.
I am proud of the dedicated employees
and volunteers who, through their daily
activities, strive to provide the highest quality
of police services to the community we
serve. I present to you the 2017 Annual
Report for the Gastonia Police Department.
Robert Helton, Chief of Police
City of Gastonia
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The Gastonia Police Department is a professional police services organization that is
committed to enhancing the quality of life for all citizens by utilizing the philosophy of
Intelligence-Led Problem Oriented Policing to prevent crime and reduce the fear of
crime.

Protect, Serve, and Enhance the Quality of Life for All

Sanctity of Human Life
We value human life above all.
Integrity
We hold to the highest standards of honesty, ethical conduct and believe integrity is the
foundation of trust.
Professionalism
We strive to achieve the highest standards of personal and organization excellence while
holding ourselves accountable to the community and to one another.
Commitment
We are committed to the community as well as our fellow employees and the department.
Empathy
We will treat everyone with whom we interact with respect, care and compassion.
Employees
We believe our employees are our greatest asset and should be developed to their
fullest potential.

Strategic Goals

GASTONIA POLICE DEPARTMENT

The five-year strategic goals for the department are summarized below:
1) Use Intelligent-Led Problem Oriented Policing to identify and manage public
safety issues.
2) Improve the efficiency and effectiveness of our delivery of police service by
adopting relevant available and reliable technological solutions.
3) Expand our emphasis on recruitment, retention efforts and training in order to
maintain full staffing levels, maximize officer safety and promote professional
standards.
4) Continue maintenance of the CALEA accreditation program with the purpose of
pursuing re-accreditation in 2017.
5) Develop and promote community partnerships.
6) Communicate effectively throughout the organization and with external partners.
7) Advance a culture of wellness for all employees at the GPD.
8) Provide employees with opportunities for meaningful work, challenging goals,
and career development.
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Organizational Chart
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Employee Appreciation & Recognition
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Detective Matt Sherill was recognized for excellence in ICAC investigations resulting in
numerous prosecutions of predatory offenders and extends expertise and cyber skills to
external agencies resulting in successful regional prosecutions.
Stephanie Jamoulis was recognized for volunteering as the Department Victim/Witness
Advocate for domestic violence and other violent crimes and improving the department’s
domestic violence awareness program .
Doug Carpenter was recognized for all of his assistance to the citizens of Gastonia
through the COP program and being an outstanding COP.
Travis Valardo was recognized for many volunteer hours and being an outstanding Explorer.
Officer Adrian Moreira was recognized for his work on a suicide call by locating reporting
person's boyfriend hanging by a drop cord from a tree, freeing the man from the cord,
and providing support so he could breath.
Officer Justin Padgett was recognized for his work on a suicide call where the officer was
required to issue NARCAN to a subject who had overdosed on a opioid drugs.
Detective Adam Wilson was recognized for completing advanced training at the Public
Safety Leadership Institute at CPCC and was accepted in the Kennedy School of Government Leadership program. He was also appointed to the Human Relations Commission by Gov. Pat McCrory-developing initiatives and legislation concerning human
trafficking.
Detective Adam Wilson and Officer Andrew Pate were recognized for competing in the
"Fitness Throwdown" at the National Police and Fire Championships in San Diego CA and
walking away with (Pate Gold Medal) and (Wilson Bronze Medal).
Detective Shane Lewis was recognized for significantly contributing to the development
of the GPD Digital Forensics Lab, which is the only full functioning lab performing ISP,
JTAG, and Chipoffs for digital devices.
Maurice Tylor (Navy), Chris Henry (Army), Brandon Haberski (Army), Christian
McNabb (Army)

East District
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Central District
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West District
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Criminal Investigation Division
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Demographic Information
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Office of Professional Standards

External Citizen
2016 2017
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Sustained
2016 2017

Not Sustained
2016 2017

Unfounded
2016 2017

-75%

-86%

-14%

Internal Directed
2016 2017

Sustained
2016 2017

Not Sustained
2016 2017

Unfounded
2016 2017

33%

58%

-31%

-50%

n/a
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Traffic Statistics
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Crashes

2,739
Crashes with Injury

885

Top Three Contributing Factors for Crashes in 2016

Driver Inattention
768

Failure to Reduce Speed
845

Failure to Yield the Right
of Way
511

Citywide Part I Crime Statistics
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Citywide Part I Crime Statistics
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Citywide Part I Crime Statistics
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Citywide Part I Crime Statistics
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Property Crime Rate
in Gastonia
2016
3,765

-.84%

2017
3,733

1 Property Crime Every 2 Hours, 21 Minutes
1 Burglary Every
15 Hours

1 Larceny Every
3 Hours
1 Motor Vehicle Theft Every
33 Hours

Citywide Part I Crime Statistics
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Violent Crime Rate
in Gastonia
2016
634

-5.9%

2017
596

1 Violent Crime Every 14 Hours, 41 Minutes
1 Murder Every
91 Days

1 Rape Every
13 Days

1 Robbery
Every 2 Days
1 Aggravated
Assault Every
21 Hours
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Staying Connected, Staying Informed
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The Gastonia Police Department understands that social and traditional media are
important and valuable resources for keeping the Gastonia community informed of serious
crimes, safety issues, and department events. Social media is a main source to follow the
activities and operations of the GPD. Other avenues to obtain information is through public
records, crime statistics, and educational programs. Our officers are also available and
have daily contact with the public, answering questions and providing information, through
Department social media accounts.
Facebook: Gastonia Police Department
Twitter: @GPDNC
YouTube: Gastonia Police Department
NextDoor: Gastonia Police Department

Unity in the Community
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The third annual Unity in the Community occurred at Lineburger Park on June 3, 2017. The
annual tournament is an opportunity for law enforcement and the community to come
together to play basketball in a fun and engaging manner. Gastonia Police Officers have
been organizing this tournament for three years, and the relationships that are being built
are priceless. Each year many of the same community members enter and they bring new
faces with them, thus increasing the positive relationships police and the community are
building together each year. The tournament was for community members, ages 12 and
up and was sponsored by Gastonia Parks and Recreation, Gastonia Police Foundation and
North State Law Enforcement Officers Association.

CALEA Re-Accreditation
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The Gastonia Police Department (GPD) earned their first re-accreditation at the July 26th
CALEA conference in Providence, Rhode Island. The honor came courtesy of the
Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies, a private non-profit organization that has accredited police agencies since 1979. The organization establishes best
practice standards to increase agency effectiveness. The program is voluntary and
agencies, like the GPD, have chosen to be a part of the internationally recognized
organization to meet basic standards and to remain transparent to their community.
The accreditation process is a full time operation, where employees are consistently
monitoring policy, practices, and CALEA changes. Once, every three years, the agency
invites in peer reviewers to look through agency policy and practices. The process allows
for employee interviews, partner agency interviews, and community input, so assessors
are able to obtain a 360 view of how the department operates. Professional excellence,
and accreditation, is something many people consider when they choose where to
pursue an education or which hospital to visit, Helton said. Policing is no different. We
continually strive to be the best law enforcement agency for the community that we
proudly serve.
In the 2018 year, the CALEA process is changing to a new edition and to a four-year
process. In addition to this change, the agency will also be opening up the agency and
their practices to a Compliance Service Manager, who will be reviewing a random
sample of policies and proofs each year until their next onsite review.

Battle of the Badges
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Keep Gastonia Beautiful hosted a softball game on Thursday, September 21st at Sims Legion Park in Gastonia NC between the Gastonia Fire
Department versus the Police Department. The competition was termed
Battle of the Badges.
This event included a K-9 demonstration, corn-hole tournament, free kids zone and local
entertainment. Gates opened at 5pm and tickets were $5.00. The Kat (96.9 FM) was on
site providing music and giveaways to all those in attendance. There was also food and
drinks available, a beer garden for adults age 21 and up, and raffle prizes.
Proceeds benefited the non-profit organizations, Keep Gastonia Beautiful, Gastonia Police
Foundation, and the NC Firefighters Burned Children Fund. Additionally, proceeds went to
Gastonia Fire Department Engineer Loren Ward who suffered a brain aneurysm while fighting an apartment fire June 24, 2017.

Police Body Cameras
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In July 2017, the Gastonia Police Department outfitted all officers with body cameras. City
leaders made it a top priority to outfit uniformed officers with the cameras. The City signed
a five-year contract with AXON Enterprise, for 125 cameras and storage at $397,770. The
police department used asset forfeiture funds to pay for the program.
The police department looked at other law enforcement agencies who implemented a
body worn camera program and found that many agencies identified that body-worn
cameras helped their agencies strengthen accountability and transparency. Officials in these
organizations said that body-worn cameras are helping to prevent problems from arising in
the first place by increasing officer professionalism, helping agencies evaluate and improve
officer performance, and allowing agencies to identify and correct larger structural problems
within the department. The agency will review citizen initiated complaints after a year
implementation to see if this holds true for the City of Gastonia. Overall, leaders within the
organization are confident that body-worn cameras are the way of the future and by
capturing critical incidents and encounters on video, valuable evidence will be preserved.

No Shave November
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In November 2017 the Gastonia Police Department partnered with the Special
Olympics of North Carolina to raise awareness and funds in a campaign called No
Shave November. Officers and employees of the City of Gastonia were encouraged
to donate $40 to grow facial hair during the month of November to benefit the Special
Olympics of North Carolina. The campaign had 92 participants, city-wide, and raised
$3,680 in donations for the non-profit organization. Funds went to support local
athletes with their training and competition.

National Night Out
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The 2017 National Night Out (NNO) in Gastonia was a success! The
event was held at the Eastridge Mall in Gastonia. The free event was
open to all citizens, public safety agencies, community groups, businesses, and youth
organizations. The purpose of the event was to come together as a community to
celebrate the 34th Annual National Night Out – a community crime and safety event.
The Gastonia event had a record number of attendees, estimated at 1,000 people
throughout the evening. Nationally, 38.6 million people participated in NNO 2017.
The Gastonia Police Department organized the event and provided free hot dogs and
drinks, a K-9 demonstration, door prizes, face painting, music, public safety displays,
and overall fun for all ages.
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Shop With A COP
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The third annual Shop with a COP event, spearheaded by the Gastonia Police
Department in partnership with the Gastonia Police Foundation and the Boys and
Girls Club of Gaston County, was very successful. The event sponsored 50 children
from the community, which is more than the previous year of 40 children. Each
child experienced a special day of breakfast with Santa, Shopping at Target and
an opportunity to create relationships with Gastonia Police Department officers and
staff. Each child was given $350 to spend on clothing, shoes and other items of
need, as well as toys for themselves and family members. The event was funded
by the Gastonia Police Department’s ornament sale, the Gastonia Police Foundation, Target, Firestone Grill, Hillbilly’s BBQ, and other generous donations from the
community.

2017 Eclipse
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On August 21, 2018 Gastonia witnessed an eclipse of the sun. It was a beautiful day
to witness the celestial anomaly. The sky was clear, the temperatures were warm. When
the eclipse began, the sky grew darker and the temperature began to drop. At 2:41
p.m., more than 95 percent of the sun's surface was eclipsed by the moon. Just before
maximum coverage was attained; however, the planet Venus popped into view in the
darkened sky, hanging like a tiny, white rhinestone above the Kings Pinnacle summit. And
then, after just a precious moment or two, the moon's shadow began to recede, the sun
reappeared, and by 4:00 p.m. the 2017 eclipse was but a memory to those in Gastonia.
While short-lived, the consensus of those at the police department, and around the area,
was that of amazement.
The best spots in Gastonia were at the Schiele Museum and Crowder’s Mountain State
Park. In fact, a mini-observatory was set up at the Crowder’s visitor center for those
wanting to get a great view of the eclipse. Two telescopes were set up for people to
view the celestial wonder. The first scope, a Celestron refractor, was used to project an
image of the eclipse onto a white board. The second, a large Meade scope, was
equipped with solar filters to allow direct observation of the eclipse as it progressed.
The next time the path of totality for a solar eclipse will pass this close to Gastonia is May
11, 2078.

Gastonia Police Department
www.GastoniaPD.org

